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OUTLINE

- 2020/2021 and 2021/2022 PISSARO briefings

- Evaluation for 2020/2021 and 2021/2022 austral summer

- Communication of intraseasonal information (summer 2021/2022)
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2020/2021 and 2021/2022 briefings schedule 

Week 0

Monday
Monthly EPS

Thursday 
Briefing

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3

Forecast period

● Once a month

● 4 during 2020/2021 (Dec to Mar), 5 during 2021/2022 (Nov to Mar)
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Methodology

Low frequency state

MJO 

Eq. Ross 

Kelv. 

MRG

East. Wav

Increased
frequency

Weekly outlooks :
- TC activity over 
SWIO
(early signal for 
impacting event)

- Dominant weekly 
weather pattern for 
La Reunion and 
Mayotte 
(early signal of 
intraseasonal shift 
in weather pattern)

Wave analysis ... … builds confidence (or not!) to interpret weekly forecast
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Example of outlooks from week 1 to week 3 

TC outlooks : localisation of main TC 
activity (formation/evolution), tracks 
typology
→ early warning for a potential 
impacting event 

La Reunion and Mayotte dominant 
weather regime

The strength of the trade winds is a key element 
in relation to the humidity of the air mass to 
determine the type of weather at La Reunion:

→ weaker trade winds / moister air mass tend to 
favor a weather pattern marked by warm 
weather and diurnal evolution with localized 
thunderstorms over the foothills and in the 
interior in the afternoons.

→ stronger trade winds  / drier air mass tend to 
favor inversion profiles, temperatures that may 
be lower for the season, generally dry weather in 
the interior and downwind, but rainfall that may 
approach normal levels on the windward side
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Example of outlooks from week 1 to week 3 

TC outlooks : localisation of main TC 
activity (formation/evolution), tracks 
typology
→ early warning for a potential 
impacting event 

La Reunion and Mayotte dominant 
weather regime

Qualitative assessment of the 
forecast based on OBS

7 days RR / surface winds 
anomalies based on GPM data / 

IFS analysis

Observed TC tracks

Hits

Failed
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Qualitative evaluation of TC activity forecast

W1 W2W1 W3

W3W2

W1

W1 W2W1

W3 W1 W2W1 W3

2020/2021 2021/2022

EPS : raw probabilities of TC activity from weekly TC strike products based on monthly EPS

→ Overall more intraseasonal predictability for 2021/2022 than for 2020/2021
→ Generally improved hits/failed ratio with the outlooks compared to raw EPS products 
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Qualitative evaluation of TC activity forecast

Extract from RETEX 2020-2021
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Qualitative evaluation of weather regime

W1 W2 W3

              La Reunion weather regime forecast

W1 W2 W3
               Mayotte weather regime forecast

hit

failed

2020/2021 2021/2022

→ Intraseasonal predictability greater at Mayotte than La Reunion although some potential exist 
at week 1 and week 2
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Example of communication based on outlooks

Mid-December briefing

Hovmöller 5S-15S TCWV

→ Communication (web, social media) to 
general public / emergency and humanitarian 
agencies : Quiet end of the year for TC but 
thinks are expected to change in January with 
developement close to inhabited areas 
possible.

Expected weekly TC 
tracks for early 

January

→ Large scale pattern, regional anomalies 
and TC activity forecast along were 
consistent for a late start during January for 
the TC season, rainy season conditions at La 
Reunion and a late start of the monsoon over 
northern Mozambique channel.
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Example of communication based on outlooks

Mid-January briefing

Weekly TC tracks expected for 
early February

→ Shift in the low 
frequency state along with 
developping MJO and 
equatorial waves activity 
are expected to build 
increasing conducive 
conditions for TC genesis 
starting from the western 
bassin and spreading 
eastwards.

→ Communication 
(web, social media) to 
general public / 
emergency and 
humanitarian agencies : 
Major shift 
confirmed, TC season 
is about to start with 
even some multiple 
events likely. General 
tracks expected is 
favourable to land 
threat (East 
Madagascar specially)

People liked !
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Seasonal TC forecast 
issued at the 

beginning of the 
season

Monthly TC outlooks

Daily 5 days TC forecast 

S2S targetted communication strategy
Meteo France Ocean Indien

TC season
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CONCLUSION

● S2S forecasts build up during the monthly PISSARO briefings 
show some skills to predict rather far in advance realistic 
tendencies of SWIO TC activity and La Réunion and (moreover) 
Mayotte weather regime.

● Linking technical expertise to some simple key messages 
understandable by any user seems a key point to ensure the 
usefulness of the S2S forecast.

● Challenges for training : must cover both technical and 
communication aspects
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